
Project 
Management 
in the Wild

Lessons learned from 
a 2,200-mile hike to 
transform teams, 
styles, and methods 
for success



Intro

Backpacking, the 
Appalachian Trail, 
and bio





Georgia

Know your direction



Walk North, 
don’t die

The story of 
Backtrack

Mission, goals, 
milestones, shared 
vision



Tennessee

Make detailed plans 
for the short-term



Detailed planning 
and adjustments 
each night

Waste of time to plan 
too far in advance

May have to help 
others understand 
efficiency



North 
Carolina

Carry only what you 
need - and use it



Duct tape

Neels Gap 
shakedown

Use only the 
methods and tools 
you need to reach 
the specific goal

Simple, elegant 
solution



Virginia

What works for 
others may not work 
for you



Sending winter gear 
home in Damascus

Cinco de Mayo 
blizzard

Don’t make the 
“safe” choice due to 
pressure - make the 
smart choice for 
success



West Virginia

Share lessons 
learned



Shelter logs

Easy to overlook, but 
so important

Retros and lessons 
learned meetings -
going through the 
motions?



Maryland

Take risks 
(but don’t be dumb)



Orange soda trail 
magic

Bear cubs

Two biases

What are risks you 
might take? 

What are risks you 
should definitely 
avoid?



Pennsylvania

Find the facts



The fanciest privy on 
trail is still a privy

Rumor mill

False status updates 
or reports

Pre-mortem



New Jersey

Encourage others 
and celebrate the 
small things



Trail milestones

Surprise food

Encourage team 
with little things

Creative morale 
boosts

Intrinsic vs extrinsic



New York

Don’t miss the forest 
for the trees



Dover Oak

… and miles to go 
before I eat

Reports, emails, fires

Step back, and stop 
spinning plates



Connecticut

Do what works, but 
be willing to move on 
when it stops 
working



Firestarter and her 
Lowas: A love story

Sunk cost fallacy

Escalation of 
commitment



Massachusetts

Don’t critique other 
hikers’ gear



HYOH

If you can’t say 
something nice…

Respect other 
project managers

Catch more flies with 
honey



Vermont

Accept reality



PUDs

Yes, yes, up

Mistakes

Risk tornadoes 



New 
Hampshire

Prepare for 
challenges and adapt 
to the unexpected



Snakes, bears, and 
lyme disease, oh my!

The 4-day nap

Poptarts

Risk matrix

Disenchantment



Maine

Take the steps that 
lead you to your 
ultimate goal



Daily commitment

Long-term plan 
and vision



Questions?


